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  Abstract: The large usage of digital photography, the high 

performance commodity hardware and low cost efficient image 

editing software have posed a challenge to check the authenticity of 

image if produced as a official document. In this paper various image 

forgery detection methods are mentioned and elaborate discussion is 

made on a particular type, copy-move forgery detection. Copy-move 

forgery is a specific type of image tampering where a part of the 

image is copied and pasted on another part generally to conceal 

unwanted portions of the image. 
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Introduction:  Image editing software like Adobe Photoshop, Maya 

etc and technically advanced digital photography are used to edit, 

manipulate or tamper the images easily without living obvious visual 

clues.  The abusive use of digital forgeries has become a serious 

problem in various fields like medical imaging, digital forensic, 

journalism, scientific publications etc.,  

 

The study of digital image forensic can be broadly divided into active 

and passive forensics. Digital water marking and digital signature are 

the main authentication techniques and active image forensics.  

(These are to be incorporated before the image is transmitted or used 

for other purposes.  As most of the images do not contain any of 

these it is very much essential to passively check integrity of the 

image).  Compared to active authentic technique passive digital 

forensics can be applied to the multimedia data without any 

additional information. As a result the research of digital multimedia 

passive forensic has drawn a lot of attentions. 

 

There are two main passive forensics namely source identification 

and forgery detection.  Source identification focuses on identifying 

the source digital devices (Cameras, mobile phones, cam carders, 

scanners etc) using the media produced by them while forgery 

detection attempts to discover the evidence of tampering by assessing 

the authenticity of the digital media. Hany Farid in [1] classified 

tampered and forged images into six categories viz., composite 

image, marked images, retouched images, enhanced images, 

computer graphics and painted images. 

 

 In this paper we review several techniques and methods in 

discovering copy move tampering / forgery.  Fig 1 is an example of 

copy-move forgery illustrated by Babak Mahadian in [2]  

 

 
 

Figure. 1. An example of a copy–move forgery. The photograph 

of crime scene is altered by the copy–move forgery.  The original 

(left) and forged version (right). 

An example for this type of forgery can be seen in Fig. 2, where a 

group of soldiers are duplicated to cover President George W. Bush.  

 
Fig. 2 Left is manipulated, right is the original image 

 
Fig 3. An example of copy-move forgery (a) the original image with three 

missiles (b) The forged image with four missiles 

 

2. COPY-MOVE FORGERY DETECTION TECHNIQUES 
 

The direct approach proposed by Fridrich et al [3] 

comprises of performing an exhaustive search by comparing the 

image to every cyclic – shifted versions of itself, which requires 

(MN2) steps for an image sized M by N. This computationally 

expensive search also does not work where the copied region has 

undergone modifications.  The other approach viz block matching, 

the method works by dividing the image into overlapping blocks and 

detecting the connected image blocks that were duplicated. 

  
Fig. 4 Configuration of a block Copy-Move Digital Image Forgery 

Detection System. 

 

 

 



2.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform 

 
Wavelet decomposition of the images is used due to its inherent 

multires solution characteristics. The basic idea of using Discrete 

Wavelet Transform is to reduce the size of the image at each level, 

e.g., a square image of size 2j ×2j pixels at level L reduces to size 2j/2 

× 2j/2 pixels at level L+1. Methods can differ in the type of the 

wavelet applied. At each level, the image is decomposed into four 

sub images. The sub images are labeled LL, LH, HL and HH. LL 

corresponds to the coarse level coefficients or the approximation 

image. This image is used for further decomposition. LH, HL and HH 

correspond to the vertical, horizontal and diagonal components of the 

image respectively. An example image along with its wavelet 

transform applied up to level 3 is shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. An image and its Wavelet Transform 

 
These sub images can be combined together to restore the previous 

image which was decomposed. Due to this, DWTs are used for 

iterative comparison of matching blocks. If the number of levels used 

for decomposition is „L‟, then the matching performed on the LL 

image at level „L‟ is denoted by LLL. Figure 6 shows the image 

pyramid. At each iteration, the images used for matching of 

overlapping blocks are LLL, LLL-1,…..LL1..LLL image is the image at 

the lowest (coarse) resolution.LLL image is used for matching of 

blocks and then these matched blocks are carried to the next higher 

level. Final match is performed on the original image itself. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Image pyramid 
 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Different copy-move forgery detection methods 

 

 Myna AN et al [4] in their approach first apply wavelet transform to 

the input image to yield a reduced dimension representation then 

exhaustive search is performed to identify similar blocks in the image 

by mapping them to log polar co-ordinates and using phase 

correlation as the similarity criterion.  The matched blocks are carried 

for the comparison to the next level which reduces the time needed 

for the detection process. The approach works even if the pasted 

region has undergone transformation like translation and rotation. 

 

The technique proposed by Jing Zhang et al [5] works by applying 

DWT to input  image to yield a reduced dimension representation. 

Then the phase correlation is computed to estimate the spatial offset 

between the copied region and the pasted region. The copy-move 

regions can then be located by the idea of pixel matching, which is 

shifting the input image according to the spatial offset and calculating 

the difference between image and its shifted version. 

 

Wehai Li et al [6] utilizes the mismatch of information of block 

artifact grid as clue of copy paste forgery. A DCT grid is the 

horizontal lines and the vertical lines that partition an image into 

blocks and a block artifact grid (BAG) is the grid embedded in an 

image where block artifact appears. The DCT grid and BAG match 

together in undoctored images. Authors describe a BAG marking 

algorithm.  BAG marking is even clear for JPEG compressed images 

of lower quality. 

 

 

  
 
       (a) JPEG image lena (Q=75)            (b) Block artifact grid 

 

Figure 7 BAG of JPEG image Lena. 
 

Singular Values features has three natures namely stability, scaling 

property and rotation invariance. 

 

The basic theory of SVD is as follows 

 

              Let A be an image matrix with A Є R N x M , its SVD is expressed 

in the following form: 

                            

                                 A = U Λ VT     (1) 

 

Where U Є R NxN, V Є R MxM , both U and V are orthogonal matrices. 

Λ Є R N x M is an N X M diagonal matrix with the form: 

 

 

                    Λ =               (2) 

      



Where ∑r is a square diagonal matrix in R r x R , ∑r = diag( σ1, σ2,. . . 

. σr). R is the rank of A that is equal to number of non-negative 

singular values. The positive diagonal entries in ∑r are called the 

singular values of A and often arranged in decreasing order, i.e, 

 

                                  σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥,. . . . ≥ σr > 0 

 

Using SVD Singular Values Decomposition the method proposed by 

Zhang Ting et al [7] achieves to extract unique feature vectors of 

image blocks. Instead of similarity matching whose computational 

cost is O(N), K-d tree is used which requires O(Nlog2N) to construct 

tree and O(log2N) to search the neighbor. 

 

Fourier –Mellin transform FMT is used to extract image feature from 

images blocks of size 16 to reduce the detection time. The lexico 

graphic sorting of an image of size m x n requires MN log2 MN steps  

and therefore is computationally expensive. The notion of bloom 

filter [8] is used as an alternate to lexico graphic sorting.  Counting 

bloom filter compares the hashes of features as opposed to features 

themselves.  The complexity here is O (length (MN)). 

 

Bayram et al [9] proposed Fourier – Mellin transform (FMT). It 

performed radial projection on the log polar coordinate Fourier 

transformation of image blocks. 

 

LLE is Locally Linear embedding algorithm is a method of 

dimensionality reduction in high dimensional data set which is put 

forward by ST Roweis [10] in the year 2000. 

 

Zhao Junholg et al [12] propose one improved LLE method.  LLE 

finds topological relationships among non linear dataset and map 

high dimensional data without changing the relative location.  The 

step of finding the inverse matrix using adjoin matrix which 

consumes much time is replaced by the converse matrix in new 

improved algorithm. 

 

The SURF feature detector is based on the Hessian Matrix.  Given a 

point x=(x, y) in an image I, the Hessian matrix H(x, σ) in x at scale σ 

is defined as follows 

    (3) 

Where is the convolution of Gaussian 

Second order derivative  with the image I in point 

x, and similarly for and  

 

Xu Bo et al [11] proposed a method in which Speed Up Robust 

features (SURF) key points are extracted and their descriptors are 

matched within each other with a threshold value. A larger threshold 

means more match points, thus tends to come with more false 

matches, while a smaller one will get more accurate matches with 

less match points. In their work, threshold is empirically set to be 

0.35 in all the test images in order to strike a balance between 

numbers of correct matches and total numbers of matches. The 

method could detect the copy move forgery quickly and could 

withstand certain transformations and post processing such as 

scaling, rotation, noise blurring. 

 

In the method proposed by Hailing Huang [13] the scale invariant 

Fourier transform (SIFT) consists of four major steps viz Scale 

extreme detection key point localization, orientation alignment, key 

point descriptor.  After extracting SIFTS key points from an 

unknown input image these distinctive key points are then matched 

between each other.  If any matches are detected then image has copy 

move forgeries To do this authors employ best bin first (BBF) search 

method derived from k-d algorithm.   

 

Approach by E. Ardizzone et. al [14] deals with the problem of 

multiple copies and search for objects that match, rather than points.  

The clusters of key points extracted by SIFT isolated matches are 

discarded and only coherent matches are found. For each match, 

specific transformation that has been applied to create the copy is 

deleted.  Texture analysis is used to compare the content of two 

matching objects in addition to their shape.  The methods works well 

in case of noise added JPEG compression image and geometrical 

transformation.image. 

 

The methods proposed by different authors suffer by one or the other. 

The disadvantages are listed in Table 1. 

 

                                   Table-1 

Method Used Disadvantage 

Discrete Wave 

Transform (DWT) 

The performance relies on the location of 

copy-move regions. 

 

Block Artifact Grid 

(BAG) 

If the copied area is from the other different 

image it cannot be detected by the method.  

Complexity of algorithm is high. 

 

Singular Value 

Decomposition 

(SVD) 

The method fails if quality factors of JPEG 

compression is lower than 50. 

 

Fourier – Mellin 

transform (FMT) 

The algorithms works for the case of only 

slight rotation. 

 

Best Bin First 

(BBF) 

The proposed method does not work for very 

small block size or small sized tampered 

region or when SNR is lower than dB or 

quality factors of JPEG compression is lower 

than 40. 

Speed Up Robust 

features (SURF) 

The method fails to automatically locate the 

tampered region and its boundary. 

 

SIFT Choice on the number of clusters is to be 

made sensitively.  

 

 

Conclusion: 
   

Having examined various passive blind copy move forgery methods 

we can derive that digital image forensics is an emerging frontier 

field of image processing area. 

The future works should face the problems of noise robust, highly 

scaled copy-paste area and high computational cost. Also further 

investigation is still needed to automatically locate the tampered 

region and its boundary. As Zernike moments can give a better 

solution to noisy images it is planned to develop an algorithm and 

implement the same using Zernike Moments to find a novel efficient 

and feasible solution to copy move forgery detection. 
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